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If the Lord grants that you can help anyone of HIS children, blessed you are;

do not think too much of yourselves.

Blessed you are that privilege was given to you when others had it not.

Just do it as a worship... you would surely find purpose for your existence.
abhaya FOUNDATION 

an assurance for no fear...an assurance for no fear...

31/10/2010

- Swamy Vivekananda

“ H E A RT ” Health Care Update

Sofiya Glory, Bangalore: 

Sofiya is all set to get Kidney 

transplantation at St. Johns Hospital, 

Bangalore. All the necessary approvals are 

in place. Abhaya provided Rs. 50,000/- in 

two phases as against required Rs. 

2,00,000/-. Efforts are on to bring in 

further help to this little angel. 

Santosh, Hyderabad:

We went to Apollo Hyderabad.  Dr. 

Alok Ranjan, Neuro Surgeon 

advised that embolization will not 

be that effective and his option is 

only radio surgery as Embolizaton 

may negatively impact radio 

surgery. Gamma Knife operates on 

a small volume and is more precise, 

however, CyberKnife (x-knife) 

which is available in Apollo Hyderabad is also 

equally effective.  He recommends multi-sitting 

radio surgery to obliterate this large an AVM – and 

he feels this is Santosh's ONLY option. The 

treatment will have multiple sessions of MRI/DSR 

Angio's to monitor the progress, which will take 

about 2 years.

The estimated cost seems to be about 

Rs. 2.5 Lacs. We have about Rs. 1.5 

Lacs in hand all inclusive till date, the 

gap is about a Lakh now for this 

estimate.

- Srikanth Natarajan, WIPRO - HYD

Abhaya further pooled about Rs. 25,000/- apart 

from the initial Rs.25,000/- provided to them. All 

abhayans are requested to spread this cause.

Pardhasaradhy, Hyderabad:

Pardhu under the loving and 

caring companionship of his wife 

Mrudula is slowly recovering and 

further following is the update.

Mrudula joined back TKR 

Engineering College after 3 

months leave. 

The family shifted to another 

small house owing to costs 

involved in the present home.

The present home is been 

given for rent.

Physiotherapy process is on 

with the kind help of Dr. 

Ashok. 

Mrudula  in order to  make 

Pardhu to move around 

sought help to procure a 

wheel chair.

Abhaya readily supported the 

family.

Every month plan is to provide 

them Rs. 5,000/-.
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Tulasi, Hyderabad:

Hope abhayans remember Mission Vijayam, last year! How Smt Vijayalakshmi has been supported by providing 

her life saving Oxygen Concentrator. It was the initiative of CA.Vishnu Teja & friends who are known to Siva 

Reddy the son of Vijayalakhsmi. Within 3 days of knowing about the crisis, abhaya responded to support her 

with life saving machine.

But, later  she departed from this world couple of months back due to other complications. Abhaya brought 

back the machine to Hyderabad and informed the doctor who treated this lady. Siva Reddy took pains to follow 

up with the Hospital and time and again with passion to add life to someone who is need like his mother. 

His prayers are being answered. Shyam Babu whose father (both livers are failed & admitted at ICU) is being 

prescribed to have the same machine for saving his life was deliberately trying for resources for buying the 

same. It was then Doctor gave him abhaya reference. He dialed the number and at once visited abhaya…later 

empathizing with his situation and family back ground abhaya handed over the machine to him with in 1hour 

time. 

Abhaya GET member Bharat accompanied him with the Machine to the Hospital and personally handed over the 

Oxygen Concentrator. This is how Vijaya infused life to Odaiah even after she lost her own life.

Thanks to Siva Reddy for taking up such MISSION in loving memory of his mother.

Vijaya…is infused life to Odaiah even after her death:

Glory, Hyderabad

Satyanarayana joined as Watch Man at SWEEKAR Rehabilitation Center at 

Kompally and is settling down. Little Glory has been admitted at Special 

School. Abhaya supported the family to buy all the necessary medicines for 

the last one month. Further the Sai Devotees at Anandanagar moved by his 

fate agreed to 

provide monthly provisions to his family survival for next 6 months. abhaya 

hoping that the support extended to them would surely add value to their life.

She is looking bright and recovering fast after 

kidney transplantation at KIMS, Hydereabad. It 

was almost an year or so now she was hit by 

kidney failure. Her mother gave a rebirth to Tulasi 

by giving away her own kidney. 

The people behind all such good work are 

employees of NILE & MIC. CS.Vasudevarao, CS, 

MIC along with Ms.Munikanya and Ms.Madhavi 

visited Tulasi on behalf of abhaya during the last 

week and shared our love and care with her. She 

looks to be very brave and bold. She is very 

positive about life. She conveyed all abhayans a 

big thanks for being with her side during the crisis.

She would need to have lot of medicines for 

recovery…not only her health, but also the health 

of Mother who gave Kidney to her. They are in 

need of Rs.10,000/- every month for the next 12 

months or so. Abhaya provided her Rs.10,000/- 

for the month. If all of you are there in this 

Mission…we can continue giving the required 

amount.

she needs to have lot of medicines for 

recovery..not only for her health,but also for her 

mother,who gave kidney to her.



“ H E A RT ” Edu Care Update

Even before abhaya received the promised 
amount, those good thoughts are already 
translated in to good actions. It so happened 
when  abhaya  v i s i t e d  Co l l e ge s  a t  
Jammalamadugu and interacted with 
thousands of students over there about 
professional courses a year back, lot of them 
shown interest in pursuing such courses. It was 
CS.Thirupal's initiative that time and abhaya 
readily accompanied him.

Now after one year, about 7 students drawn 
from various villages in and around 
Jammalamdugu convinced that they must do 
CS Course and determined to register 
themselves for CS. Though they all are belong 
to very poor families…their passion to pursue 
such course made them to call CS.Thirupal and 
he in turn referred all these youngsters to 
abhaya.

Srinivasula Reddy (Pedda Komerla) S/o Gurvireddy, Former

Subramanyam (Veparala) S/o V.Subbanna, Weaver.

Krishna Reddy (Veparala) S/o Former

Ravindra( Jammalamadugu) S/o Subbarayudu, Weaver

Dastagiri Reddy (Narjan Palli) S/o Dasthagiri, Former.

Chandra Kumar (Jammalamadugu) S/o Srinivasulu, Former

Chandra Sekhrar (Dhodiyam) S/o Abraham, Former

Abhaya having understood them in right prospective decided to help 
them and spoke to Sri Naveen, the founder of  Digvijay Coaching 
Institute, Hyderabad. He very graciously provided 20% discount and the students paid 50% and the remaining 
fee of Rs.21,000/- has been paid by abhaya for their benefit.

It is my privilege to acknowledge the better of the best services 
being undertaken by "Abhaya" while it stand besides the needy 
to upgrade the living of  the human with humane. 

My father is very much impressed up on the services of Abhaya. 
He wants to join with you by his token contribution for the 
country through "Abhaya" to the poor 
students perusing "Company Secretary 
Course" preferably with Rural back ground 
and who are in needy with Rs.1,00,000/-
(Rupees one lakh only) in memory of my 
mother " Vanga Venkata Ratnammma". A 
cheque will be delivered at an early 
appropriate date. 

- Vanga Venkata Rami Reddy, Office of 
ROC, Hyderabad.  (24-09-2010)

Rs. 1,00,000/- for abhaya 

Good Thoughts of Sri Venkatramireddy translated in to good work:

He is progressing well with his preparation very passionately. 

He is in touch with abhaya for all the necessary support. 

Abhaya in the process of making him to realize the 

shortcomings if any connected him to Sri P.Sridhar IRS and he,  

very kindly spared his value time with Mahesh though he was 

on leave due to health condition.  He further suggested 

Mahesh to meet Sri Thirumalakumar IRS seeking his 

guidance. Mahesh is being guided by these two gentlemen 

and advised him to write the entrance exam to admit himself 

at AP Government BC Study Circle which in their view is 

supposed to be a great help for his Civils preparation.

Abhaya IAS aspirant Mahesh:

Abhaya added canopy to its stores keeping in view 

the various opportunities that may be coming in 

future while GET Members visit the colleges and 

villages spreading the good work of abhaya.



This is the first time that abhaya has made a team of graduates change in the society go where the youth force resides and motivate 
named as GET (Graduate Engineers Team) to inspire the young them. By this event not only the other college students but also the team 
graduates in various colleges about the importance of members themselves got an opportunity to be part of a team and work as 
rendering their part of service towards the community. The a team for a noble cause. Everyone used this as a tool to develop their 
motto of this team is GET abhaya to GIVE. GIVE stands for communication and management skills which  would really help them a 
Generate Individuals with Values in Engineering. lot in the future when they start working for companies, running 

businesses, establishing institutions and further doing service in the 
GET took part in AAAROHAN'10 society.

conducted by STED (Society for Triggering Engineers Development) 
as its social partner. The event took place in f4 top engineering By the end of the event abhaya was successful in making everyone be 
colleges in and around the city from 4th to 10th Oct. able to spread its good cause amongst the students, faculty, parents and 

it is just a seed! abhaya appreciated Ms. Sushma and Mr. Bhargav both 
It was good opportunity for abhaya to get a good exposure Coordinators of GET for their wonderful team work. All the GET volunteers being given 
among the students whose prime objective was to motivate the certificate of appreciation for their good work.
present day youngsters to dedicate themselves for good and 
noble causes. The event gave a nice opportunity to GET to show Number of students from different colleges voluntarily came forward to be a part of  “GET 
their skills in all aspects. As expected students turned out in a abhaya to GIVE”. With all these things the event proved to be noteworthy for abhaya in 
large number for the event and in the process we all realized spreading the good thoughts…words…deeds.
that there are many more students outside who are really 
concerned about the society 
and its issues. They seemed 
to be enthusiastic to 
contribute their might 
towards the community.

As a part of the event abhaya GET 
team has conducted some 
interesting events for the students 
which proved to be worthwhile. The 
team conceptualized innovative 
entertainment and attracted 
hundreds of students. “Pay & Play – 
SERVE the society” was the concept therein half a dozen games are 
being conducted. The winners of the events have been awarded with 
inspirational literature of legendary persons. The team was successful 
in promoting its idea of save Rs. 100/- a month among the graduate 
students explaining them how their little contribution can bring a 
change in under privileged people's life.

Team members very actively played their role to make the 
event a successful one and giving confidence to other team 
members that abhaya is capable of conducting many more 
such events which can be clearly observed in the form of 
requests coming from different colleges to conduct such events 
in their colleges too and inspire their students to be good 
citizens.

Abhaya has participated in this event just as to inspire at least some youngsters which can bring 
about a bigger change to them and people around them as well. The only driving force to 
conduct such an event is words said by some great personality that if you want to bring some 

@ 

“ H E A RT ” Awareness Update



“GET abhaya to GIVE” gather at abhaya premisis for the pre abhaya@AAROHAN'10 to understand the issue 

connected to a week long work that is to be done in 5 engineering colleges in the city. Hence abhaya arranged for 

Lunch for all the 20+ GET members. It has been found that the lot of food remined un consumed by the team. they 

all got an idea to serve this food to some one who do not have food road side, abhaya arranged for a vehicle, 3 

members left with a Mission to Serve Hungry…they feed many hungry people on roads and returned home with 

happy hearts.

“GET abhaya to GIVE” pooled 
Engineering Books etc., for 
the benefit of Naveen Reddy 
who just started his first year 
engineer ing.  Ms.Aki la,  
Susmita, Srishilpa & Senha 
being motivated by GET 
Coordinator Sushma and 
supported Naveen. 

GET abhaya to GIVE update

Er. Sunny Omkar added value to abhaya: (Cancer patient), Sofiya Glory (Kidney patient) at Bangalore. He travelled to 

Mysore to capture the moments of Happiness at Priyanka's home. There after 
Abhaya is very glad to have people like Sunny Omkar for doing good in the 

he travelled to Udipi and interviewed Jairam Setty. These clips would now be 
community. abhaya will not forget him in its life as he really became an 

made available in you tube shortly for bringing joy to many abhayans.
ambassador of good work happening through abhaya.

Thanks to Sunny Omkar, Engineer by profession right now doing web designing 
Post to request he acted with a Mission to capture to expressions and 

job at Bangalore and stood besides abhaya…more than all, he is being 
impressions of various people in 10 days with the help of new HANDYCAM so as 

connected through “Mission Jagadish” as being his son, he understood the 
to treasure the feelings of beneficiaries spread across the state of Karnataka. 

concept of doing good work.
He interviewed SV Hariprasad, President there after he visited D.Jagadish 

Sofiya Glory PriyankaJairam SettyD. JagadishSV Hariprasad

Thanks to abhayans @ Bangalore Srihari & 

Ramakrishna who donated brand new sony 

handycam for abhaya to 

capture the impressions and 

expressions of all the people 

connected to abhaya.



Rajeev Turlapati, who joined abhaya for 30 days 
internship shares his observations and experience with 
abhayans… He is a BE graduate and presently pursuing 
his management studies at International School of 
Business & Media, Pune. Very interesting are his findings 
while doing his internship with abhaya and its works 
during his association with it…read on:

What are the tools Abhaya uses to bring a 
smile on people's faces?

How did Abhaya manage to reach out to the needy?

How did  abhaya kept its momentum to keep its vision and mission on track?

Who are the people in your view involved in doing such good work for this noble 
cause?

 How does the word selfish not mean anything for an NGO?

 What areas of  help does Abhaya cover?

Can an NGO be a corporate?

Are the volunteers like employees or do 
they have freedom to express and grow?

communication problem. But everyone and I 
have remained true to the goal just like policies 
in companies, trying to stick to code of conduct.

Making the receiver feel important! When I saw 
the kids in school, when I saw the management 
in school that help is brought out to them, I felt really great to see a foundation doing this. 
Reaching out to remote villages is no joke and abhaya has managed that. Great work that 
is happening through abhaya. 

Abhaya has used various means  like internet, ground work, events, phone calls, SMS 
and for that matter even other organizations to learn about the people in need and reach 
out to them by giving them the best abhaya can. Kudos to abhaya team.

Momentum in things like organizing events, giving them goodies, making the volunteers 
realize the importance of help by making them visit schools and meeting people in need, 
introducing different people to different kinds of people in society and constant research 
and updates with people already with abhaya is something amazing for me…there is so 
much action everywhere.

There is a great sense of belongingness with people in abhaya. I guess it is a direct impact 
of the love and passion that abhaya is showering on everyone who are connected making 
them to realize the importance of that belonging and trying to give out the same to 
people we intend to help. 

I have seen how abhaya spending money for the society, for team, for the needy so much 
that I sometimes wonder how you manage your own life. Kudos to the teams. 

H.E.A.R.T Healthcare, Educare, Awareness, Rural Infrastructure and Transformation. All 
this spearheaded by abhaya.  

No. NGO does not make money. I have seen 
that while I am being provided the records of 
school, projects, missions and other 
expenditures for my understanding.

I have seen a little curbing of freedom for 
volunteers but again it was just a 

Abhaya @ ” Media Mindprints”: 
do good work sponsored ” Media Mindprints” 2010 as its social partner encouraging 
him and his team of youngsters. GET Volunteers took this opportunity to spread the 
cause to all the participants at the youth fest. 

Further abhaya IAS aspirant Mahesh spoke at Media Mindprints and it was an inspiring 
interaction with the students about the moral and social values of individuals. The hall 
became silent when Mahesh was telling about his own story, how he came from a very 
poor family background and how he today completed his MCA and how strongly he is 
determined to become IAS with the support of abhaya FOUNDATION.

Lot of students inspired and motivated by the works of abhaya, registered themselves to 
be part of the of the good work. They collected abhaya brochures from the stall.

Abhaya in order to reward his passion to 

Rajeev from ISB&M, Pune speaks to abhaya



“ H E A RT ” Transformation Update

ABHAYA FOUNDATION… filed 

applications to have Service Mark 

for its community work with 

Registry of Trade Marks, Chennai. 

Syslex Law Firm, Hyderabad has 

graciously taken up this Mission as 

their contribution showing their 

love for the community work.

Ministry of Home Affairs, Government of India, New Delhi has considered abhaya's 

Application Form to grant Approval for accepting Foreign Currency Contributions under 

FEMA. Abhaya has submitted the relevant documents the Ministry asked in the said regard. 

abhaya hopeful of getting the approval in next couple of months.

On visiting abhaya stall at AAROHAN'10… a group of youngsters who were very passionately 

involved in serving the orphan kids/child labour while they are pursuing their engineering 

studies got connected to abhaya. They at such a young age resolved to live for the under 

privileged kids and started a small society in the name and style of Baalarakshak Foundation.

They were all inspired to see abhaya and its 

works and decided to understand the system 

of abhaya's work. abhaya team sat with them 

to understand their needs and issues and 

very lovingly expressed its willingness to be 

of some support to their Mission. Lot of ideas 

are being shared with them and offered them 

abhaya's support all the time.

Kotak Ramki lend his hand of support to abhaya

Here is my small contribution of Rs.25,000/- to be of some support for the 

good work happening. When I see abhaya &  people serving, I feel sorry 
that I haven’t done much for this society and my country. I know that my 
contribution is not even a drop in the ocean.

All the best to you and your team for the fantastic work.

-Ramakrishna (Ramki), Kotak Private Equity Group, Kotak 
Investment Advisors Ltd

Baalarakshak Foundation visited abhaya: 

Abhaya congratulated r&a Associates, Hyderabad, proud 

partner in serving the Country on their 14th Foundation Day at 

Hyderabad on 23.10.2010. 

Abhaya expressed its gratitude to r&a Associates and its 3 Partners 

CS.Rashida.A, CS.Raghubabu.G & CS.Ramakrishna Gupta.R for their 

continuous support to all the good work happening across the society. 

Abhaya took the opportunity to honor them with Silver Coins in the 

presence of Chief Guests present at the venue before all the well wishers 

of r & a Associates.

abhaya FOUNDATION 
an assurance for no fear...an assurance for no fear...

Hi abhaya, It is very nice to know about Abhaya foundation. A very nice 

work you people are doing. I definitely want to work as a volunteer for 

the foundation and will email my details to the foundation email id. 

- Sailaja Nemmaluri, Test Engineer - Centralized Testing Services, 

Templeton.

I am very happy to join ABHAYA. I want to say thanks to my friend 

Bhargav who has motivated me to join this team. The caption "GET 

abhaya to GIVE" is very good. The life story of Mahesh was heart 

touching as a person who comes from poor family alone knows all values 

in life. - Satyanarayana, IV BE, Hyderabad.



We are aware of the fact that, entire country is now being covered under the Winter 
Blanket...this time its little early Winter...this winter would be little longer than 

usual and it may be there till February'11...

We all know when Winter Enters in our life...we 
would be ready to face this with all our Weapons. 
we take out Warm Cloths, Rugs, Thick Blankets, 

where you wanted to give...you can choose your Monkey Caps, Shawls, Room Heaters etc., some 
own district as well!...you can tell us where do you times, we even bring new ones for our comfort 
want to distribute (if commitment is for 10 blankets during the season...that is how we hunt out the 
or more) abhaya would take up the responsibility of winter season.
distribution across the country in the next 4 

Where as we hear that every winter season months to the most deserving people. We can ask 
hundreds of poor people would be dying all over the our well wishers who are there all across the 
India. some times we feel pity of those fellow country to do this loving and caring job for the 
beings whose fate ended like that...very rarely we community on our 
may feel we could have done something for the behalf...
needy people in this season.

Taking clue from such situation...as matter of its Send an email with stating your commitment to :
Care & Love for the Community around...as usual 
abhaya decided to take up the "Hunt the Winter" Project under which we intend to  
buy atleast 1000 new blankets and provide them to the most needy and deserving 
people on the streets, orphanages, villages across the state. we are estimating we should understand the logistics involved in executing the activity and come out 
about Rs.1,00,000/- for this project. with the action plan by the end of November, 2010, on receiving your support.

If you are one among those kind hearted people in the society who think that, they As Ist step towards reaching 1000 Blankets Mission, abhaya would like to 
can do some good work...then you can participate in this service project. commit for 100 blankets!  Who is joining us in this Hunting the Winter in our 

country.

You can contribute for this mission...let us say Rs. 100/- per 
blanket...which may be the cost of a good lunch@ hotel...cost of our movie 
ticket on a week end...cost of 2 cigarette boxes...cost of two burgers 
enjoyed with a friend...cost of browsing net for an hour for a week...

abhayafoundation@yahoo.com   (or)
abhaya@abhayafoundation.org

Just think...how many blankets you can give !

What next!

an appeal from





All the Donations will be exempted under 80G  www.abhayafoundation.orgabhayafoundation@yahoo.com     abhaya@abhayafoundation.org

How can we be part of these service projects of abhaya ?

If nothing is possible...start praying GOD...to take care of the needy. 

If everything goes smoothly, with God's Grace...we are sure of doing 

the needful to all those who are in deliberate need in days to come. 

Look forward to seeing your loving and caring action...

You may please arrange to send contributions in favour of abhaya 

Foundation and send them to ABHAYA, 6-3-609/140/1, Anandnagar, 

Khairathabad, Hyderabad – 500004 alternatively you  can transfer  the 

amount by RTGF mode whose details are below. 

abhaya FOUNDATION 

LOVE & LIFE for the Country

Think if you can help us in mobilizing some resources, please do that.

You can keep aside Re. 5/- per day for abhaya and it will be 2000/-PA.

If you are able to impress your Management / Clients, get help from them. 

Please try to connect to as many as possible, it may be a call for you.

Please forward this news letter and say that you care the community.

Beneficiary:ABHAYA FOUNDATION

Account No:SB-052210011051007

MICR Code :500011042

RTGS/IFSC Code :ANDB0000522

Bank:Andhra Bank

Branch:S.R Nagar, Hyderabad

“TEAM”

abhaya

T
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ogether 
veryone 
chieve
iracles


